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Introduction
The 2016-17 year was an eventful one at BookNet. Focusing
on stakeholder needs, we released numerous improvements
to our existing products and services, developed completely
new products, and represented Canadian industry needs
internationally. We also made significant internal improvements
to better support our staff and stakeholders, including adding on
a new full-time UI/Web Developer staff position and moving to a
new office with additional meeting space, which will allow us to
host more committee meetings and educational events in-house.
We are very grateful to our member organizations: Association of
Canadian Book Wholesalers, Association of Canadian Publishers,
Canadian Publishers’ Council, Canadian Urban Libraries Council,
Retail Council of Canada, Indigo Books & Music, and to the
Government of Canada for generously providing ongoing
support to BookNet through the Canadian Book Fund. These
partnerships enable us to make sure that the organization is
meeting the needs of a very diverse group of stakeholders.
We invite to you review some of our achievements
from the last year in the pages that follow, as
we look forward to the 2017-18 year.
Thank you,

Noah Genner
President and CEO
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Guiding Principles
BookNet Canada represents a cross-section of the Canadian
book industry. Our mandate is to collaboratively improve
the supply chain for books in Canada by transforming
information exchange, offering shared technology-focused
solutions, and by providing technology and supply chain–
related education and research for the benefit of the Canadian
book industry. To accomplish this, we work with publishing
companies, booksellers, wholesalers, distributors, sales agents,
industry associations, and libraries across the country.

Short- to medium-term benefit
The projects selected by the BookNet Canada Board of
Directors reflect an interest in providing a tangible return on
investment within the short- to medium-term. Projects are
designed to deliver benefits throughout their lifecycle with
clearly defined performance objectives and deliverables.

Facilitation during technological change
Each project is designed to address a key area of technological
change, ensuring that book industry participants remain
adaptable and capable of meeting new demands in
publishing, retailing, wholesaling, and distribution.

Benefit to all stakeholders
Each of the project areas that BookNet Canada focuses
on is designed to provide consistent benefit to all
participants in the Canadian industry, whether they
are large corporations or small businesses.
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Focus on Canadian cultural producers
Each project also has components designed to “level the
playing field” for Canadian cultural producers, providing
them with tools, best practices, education, and services.

Empower process improvement
BookNet Canada provides tools, services, and knowledge to help
our stakeholders make process improvements related to supply
chain and technological innovation in their own organizations.

Collaboration and partnerships
Whenever possible and appropriate, BookNet Canada looks to
partner and collaborate with other associations and organizations
to provide coordinated benefits to the Canadian book industry.
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The SalesData team achieved a major goal in F2017, as we
integrated Prospector into the platform to complete the
redesign rolled out last year. In October, Prospector was retired
and its reporting features were launched in SalesData under
the Gap Analysis banner, giving its users access to a simpler
interface for report criteria, extended subject searching, and
faster, more powerful reporting thanks to SalesData’s upgraded
back-end. We were also able to bring gap analysis to a much
larger pool of stakeholders; all SalesData users, including
publishers, wholesalers, and major retailers, can now gain
greater insight through position and inventory assessment
and comparative market analysis for top-selling titles.

“Sleek and gorgeous. Makes
the data less intimidating,
somehow!” - Lauren Perruzza,
Education & Engagement Manager,
Literary Press Group of Canada

“Looks fantastic, and it’s
super user-friendly.” - Jordyn
Martinez, Sales Assistant,
Simon & Schuster Canada

Response to the overall SalesData redesign has been
overwhelmingly positive. During the first year following the
launch of the new site, users ran 402,602 reports. That amounts
to almost 1,700 reports per business day, which is up from 1,200
the previous year. The system now boasts over 1.1 billion rows of
data — that’s more data than in the genomes of a thousand mice!
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To support the launch of these new features, our advisory
group provided guidance and feedback through surveying,
wireframe review, and one in-person meeting.
SalesData welcomed 12 new retailers to the panel in F2017,
mostly independents from across the country. This was largely
the result of the collaborative recruitment efforts between
BookNet, regional associations, publishers, and sales agencies
who have all championed the value of shared data views. The
launch of Gap Analysis reporting in SalesData also played
a large role, as shared access to these new tools enhances
collaborative opportunities between publishers and retailers.
Another achievement across two of our core products in
F2017 was the improvement of SalesData reporting in CataList.
While the existing sales reports saw improvements in speed
thanks to SalesData’s upgraded back-end processes, we also
added new in-line sales reporting for comparable titles on
certain CataList pages, providing quick access to essential,
up-to-date information for users meeting with retailer buyers
or as a convenient reference to retailers who are trying
to assess the value of a comp title recommendation.
For the coming year, the SalesData team’s top priorities will
continue to focus on retailer recruitment and working with
library system vendors to obtain circulation data for review,
assessment, and pilot testing, servicing both libraries and
publishers in the Canadian, English-language market.

- 1,677 reports run per business day
- 1,173,538,522 rows of data
- 12 new retailers
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BiblioShare now boasts 2.5 million product records and more
than 1.5 million cover images, 100,000 interior images, and
3,373 author images. This data is being used throughout the
industry to support platforms and power clients such as 49th
Shelf, ReaderBound, eBOUND’s Digital Dashboard, Access
Copyright, wholesalers, retailers, and more. Near the end of
F2017, we added a new service for receiving and delivering
samples, tables of contents, and reader’s guides to enhance
the breadth of bibliographic data available to end users.
For F2018, we will continue to promote and grow this
service to end users. We also look forward to revisiting the
structure of our BiblioShare database, exploring possibilities
for new tools and research using the rich data we have
stored, such as keywords, and providing a service that
maps ONIX data to the schema for book vocabulary.

Webform

Webform saw a major redesign and update in November that
improved search functionality, added the ability to provide
contributor images and interior images, and enhanced
its error feedback capabilities. This upgrade involved an
extensive re-write of the help documentation, including the
development of refreshed video guides. We followed this
up with a maintenance release in the latter half of F2017.
Our user base held steady at 48 accounts actively using
the service, with 16 new users coming on board and
accounting for a bit of turnover to be expected with our
small-publisher clients as they work to establish themselves
in the industry and develop their internal processes.
For F2018, we are looking at improving subject support to
enable the more complex subject statement required by
Thema and beginning preparations for
ONIX 3.0 implementation.
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Web Services

BiblioShare has been leveraged to make it easy and convenient
to have the most current title data for blogging, e-commerce, and
a variety of other needs. In addition to our existing tools, namely
our WordPress plugin that provides easy access to bibliographic
data for bloggers and Bookstore Builder, our e-commerce Shopify
app for retailing, we have most recently developed a browser
extension for Chrome called Biblio-o-matic, which recognizes
ISBNs while you browse the internet and provides a handy
one-click view of bibliographic data stored in BiblioShare.
Requests for our Web Services grew significantly over last
year, from 12.7 million received and delivered to over 30
million in F2017 — an increase of more than 270%.

“I love Biblio-o-matic! It works
beautifully.” - David Caron,
Co-publisher & President, ECW Press
“Biblio-o-matic might be the
greatest thing I have ever
seen.” - Amanda Lee, Data
Manager, House of Anansi

- 2.5 million product records in BiblioShare
- Web Service requests up 270%
- 16 new Webform users
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F2017 was an eventful year for CataList. We launched a
significantly redesigned site with new and enhanced features that
included: a more customizable homepage with instant access
to new titles, one-click reports for upcoming releases by month,
recently viewed catalogues, and the ability to filter for your
own catalogues if you’re a publisher; more information on Title
Detail Pages, such as interior images and key selling points; and
responsive design that’s easier to view on a tablet, among other
improvements. These upgrades were informed and guided by our
user group, which provided feedback throughout the process.

“I really like [the in-line
SalesData reporting]; it will
save us quite some time when
looking up comp sales info for
the buy appointment material
that we prepare. This layout is
much easier to read, as well,
in addition to it just saving us
a few clicks per title.” - Nora S.
Fathalipour, Sales Coordinator,
Penguin Random House Canada
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“I am very happy with how
CataList is constantly trying
to improve and how they
are open to suggestions
and criticism.” - Naomi
Lee, Orca Book Publishers
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Following the launch of the redesign, we also improved the
SalesData reporting on CataList by increasing the speed of
the existing reports — supported by SalesData’s upgraded
back-end — and adding in-line sales reporting for comparable
titles on specific pages, making it easier and faster for
users with SalesData access to find this information.
“Getting set up with CataList
was a very easy process and
Carol Gordon was lovely and
easy to work with.” - Allie
Chenoweth, Marketing & Promotions
Coordinator, Second Story Press

Usage across the site increased significantly in F2017 over the
previous year. There were more than 3.3 million page views,
an increase of 83%. The site currently boasts more than 9,000
catalogues and 335,000 ISBNs listed, while the average returning
visitor spends 16 minutes using the site. New users this year
included 36 retailers and 90 library and school accounts — due in
large part to the growing Loan Stars readers’ advisory program.
For F2018, we plan to provide a drop-in management tool
to address the industry’s need for better identification of
drop-ins, and will focus on improving the markup tools and
sharing capabilities for notes in the system. We have also
successfully loaded test export files to Wordstock, and will
be finalizing that direct integration in the coming months.

- Page views up 83%
- 9,000+ catalogues on the site
- 126 new accounts
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“We are supporting the
program in ways including
purchasing the books from
the winning lists in all formats
and having dedicated shelves
at the branches & on our
ebook-lending platforms.”
- Cindy Poggiaroni, Manager
Collections, Brampton Library
“I love Loan Stars and the
ARCs it connects library staff
with.” - Devon Tatton, Public
Services Librarian, Greater
Victoria Public Library

The readers’ advisory program co-organized by BookNet
Canada, the Canadian Urban Libraries Council, and the BC
and Ontario library associations continued to grow in F2017.
Working with library vendors, publishers, and voting library
staff from across the country, the program produced a top 10
list each month from a wide variety of genres and publishers,
of which almost 30% were Canadian-authored. The program
helped to generate 90 new school and library signups for
CataList, which hosts the voting system, and has had lists
published online by Quill & Quire and public libraries.
BookNet supported the first full year of the program by
conducting monthly publisher-sponsored contests to encourage
voting, and hosting presentations at the BC Library Conference,
OLA Conference, Tech Forum, and OLA’s RA in a Day event.
Social media and email marketing continues to grow, fuelling
almost 8,000 page views for loanstars.ca over six months.
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EDI continues to be adopted by new partners in the industry,
accruing 11 new retailers, bringing the total number of
retailers on the network to approximately 240, and two new
suppliers in F2017. Meanwhile, usage was also on the rise, as
Pubnet Canada traffic increased by more than 30% over the
previous year. Advance Shipment Notices (856) alone saw a
215% increase, indicating that standards of communication
between distributors and retailers are improving for the benefit
of all in the supply chain, but in particular for retailers who
can plan more efficiently and better serve their customers.
BookNet worked throughout the year on a new agreement
with Pubnet to supply EDI service to the Canadian book
industry. The new agreement, which was reached in principal,
will change the billing method from one based on publisher
sales to one based on system usage. It will take effect on
April 1, 2017 and provide ongoing service through 2019.

- 13 new trading partners
- Pubnet Canada traffic up 30%
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With the release of code list issue 36 at the end of F2017, we
saw the formal end of EDItEUR’s support for the ONIX for Books
2.1 standard. The schema and documentation will remain
unchanged past this point; in fact, F2018 began with issue
37, which included codes available to ONIX 3.0 but excluded
from 2.1. While there is little likelihood that this will affect 2.1
metadata exchange in Canada, it highlights the need for the
Canadian industry to begin to seriously adopt ONIX 3.0.
For the North American digital supply chain, however,
F2017 did see an appreciable use of ONIX 3.0. Digital
retailers who accept ONIX will use ONIX 3.0, and the Frenchlanguage supply chain organized by BTLF has made the
transition to ONIX 3.0. So real use of ONIX 3.0 has begun
in North America to some degree. Looking at the ISBNs in
BiblioShare, over five percent are now available in both 2.1
and 3.0 — up from two percent at this time last year.
The number of unique ISBNs in BiblioShare that are using
Thema has increased from 63,000 to more than 90,000 over
the past year, and the quality of the entries has improved
with 84% supported by one or more additional subject
or qualifier. While the adoption of Thema has been slow
amongst North American retailers, Canadian publishers are
recognizing Thema’s superior coding options and international
support, and are implementing it for those reasons.
BookNet Canada staff remain active in the Book Industry
Study Group (BISG) through its major committees and
board. A revision to the joint Best Practices for Keywords in
Metadata, which shortens the document, was completed
in F2017 with release sometime in early F2018.
F2017 also saw the release of an addition to the Canadian
Bibliographic Standard: a new set of guidelines for defining
and using dates in metadata for Canadian publishers, including
general principles, recommendations, and definitions.
Internationally, BookNet continues to serve on the
steering committees for ONIX and Thema, as well
as the ONIX 3.0.3 Technical Working Group.
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We ended F2017 with our highest attendance at Tech Forum
and ebookcraft in three years: 439 industry professionals in
attendance across three days. We nearly met capacity at Tech
Forum, while attendees continued the conversation on social
media, where both the #techforum and #ebookcraft hashtags
trended across Canada. The second year of ebookcraft’s So You
Think You Can Code ebook design competition was rolled out
successfully, with contestants from Canada and abroad putting
design best practices into action for prizes including $2,500 from
prize sponsor Rakuten Kobo. For the first year, we will also be
improving the accessibility and SEO of the conference videos from
ebookcraft’s main day and Tech Forum with closed captioning.

“High-caliber speakers.
Very professionally run, yet
feels relaxed and convivial.
Attracts a nice mix of
attendees. Really fills a gap
in professional development
for Canadian publishing
professionals.” -- Karen Li,
Editorial Director, Owlkids Books
“One of the most useful
and focused events yet.
Programming aligned very well
with my current development
needs and interests.” Peter Schneider, Executive
Secretary, PLR Commission
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“I found the presentations to be
very interesting and returned
home full of new information
and ideas. I will also be
recommending that other
booksellers take a look at the
conference in years to come.”
- John Toews, Event Coordinator,
McNally Robinson Booksellers
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Education efforts throughout the year included six webinars
for all our main stakeholders, including publishers, retailers,
and libraries, on the new Gap Analysis reports in SalesData,
the redesigned CataList site, Loan Stars, and standards
for book metadata. Across our various communication
channels, reach and engagement were either steady or on
the rise, with website visits up 23% over last year — blog
posts seeing a 13% increase — and podcast listens rising
from an average of 119 to 130 listens per episode.
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“I love ebookcraft! This was
my third conference and
it continues to engage and
educate me.” - Sue Paré, Susan
Paré Eformatting Services
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Our research team published three free reports in F2017: a
consumer study focused on discoverability titled How Canadians
Buy Books 2015; Are You Still Listening 2016, which was a highly
requested update to our previous audiobooks study; and the
2015 edition of our annual The State of Digital Publishing in Canada
industry report. We also launched a new series of studies that
combine sales trends and consumer data to provide in-depth
guides to top-selling genres: the Deep Dive series is available
for free to SalesData subscribers and at a reasonable cost
to the public, with editions on Mystery and Biography book
buyers published towards the end of the year. Overall, our
free research reports garnered more than 5,000 downloads
in F2017. Other paid research reports included our tentpole
publication, The Canadian Book Market 2016, and a handful
of awards studies, which are made available to subscribing
publishers with titles nominated for major book awards.
Education and marketing efforts for the coming year include
two days of in-person training courses — ONIX Essentials
and ONIX Advanced Topics — which will be hosted in Toronto
by EDItEUR’s Graham Bell, the publication of several more
Deep Dive studies, starting with The Science Fiction Book
Buyer in April 2017, and, following up on the successful
implementation of email onboarding for Webform and
CataList, we will be doing the same for new SalesData users.

- Website visits up 23%
- 5,000+ reads of free research reports
- 439 attendees at Tech Forum and ebookcraft
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BookNet Staff
Zalina Alvi
Marketing & Communications
Manager

Tim Middleton
Project Manager &
Retailer Liaison

Mickey Fontana
Financial Administrator

Pamela Millar
Director of Customer Relations

Jackie Fry
Director of Product
Development

Monique Mongeon
Project Manager

Noah Genner
President & CEO
Tom Gerrard
Software Engineer
Carol Gordon
CataList Product Manager
Derek Hardinge
Software Developer

Tom Richardson
Bibliographic Manager
Ainsley Sparkes
Marketing Associate
Lauren Stewart
Office Manager
Andy Thomas
UI/Web Designer & Developer

Bill Holt
Database Administrator
& Technical Lead
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Board of Directors
The BookNet Canada Board of Directors is comprised of a
cross-section of representatives from firms across the
publishing supply chain and the industry’s
professional associations.

CHAIR
Moe Hosseini-Ara
Director, Branch Operations
& Customer Experience
Toronto Public Library

VICE-CHAIR
Chris Szego
Manager, Bakka-Phoenix Books
Retail Council of Canada

SECRETARY-TREASURER
Hamish Cameron
VP Management Information
Systems, University of Toronto
Press Distribution
Association of
Canadian Publishers

DIRECTORS
Barry Gallant
Chief Operating Officer,
Penguin Random House Canada
Canadian Publishers’ Council
Robin Hoogwerf
General Manager, United
Library Services
Association of Canadian
Wholesalers
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Barbara Howson
VP Sales & Licensing,
House of Anansi Press
Association of Canadian
Publishers
Mike Hurley
VP Proprietary Products & Print
Finance, Indigo Books & Music
Indigo Books & Music Inc.
David Millar
VP, Sales and Marketing,
Simon & Schuster Canada
Canadian Publishers’ Council
Jessica Walker
Manager, Munro’s Books
Retail Council of Canada

OBSERVERS
Kate Edwards
Executive Director, Association
of Canadian Publishers
Jefferson Gilbert
Executive Director, Canadian
Urban Libraries Council
Dean Perry
VP Revenue, Membership &
Sales, Retail Council of Canada
David Swail
Interim Executive Director,
Canadian Publishers’ Council
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